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New Product Development Project 

Executive Summary 

Landin Biggers, Emily Bosland, Adriana Galue and Nick Massie joined forces to create NALE: 

Creative Craft.  Over the course of the semester, NALE focused on the new product development 

(NPD) stage gate process in order to better understand this process and determine the validity of 

new product ideas.  Opportunities were identified using brainstorming, a focus group, personal 

interviews, and several online surveys.  Problem areas were further refined and potential ideas 

were then siphoned through a pre-determined selection matrix.  Once NALE had several product 

concepts in each of the identified problem areas, additional online surveys were used to 

determine levels of consumer interest, believability, and willingness to purchase.  As discussed 

in the following report, none of the products passed through all five stages of the NPD life cycle.  

Even though none of the products will be launched, NALE considers this project a success as the 

team’s understanding of the process improved significantly.  

Stage 1: Opportunities Identified 

NALE began the NPD process with a team brainstorming session in which several different 

industries were considered.  NALE focused predominantly on industries that were closely related 

to team members’ areas of personal expertise and professional interest, including construction, 

pet supplies, food, and outdoor industries.  NALE decided to focus this project on the outdoor 

industry, as most members of the team demonstrated significant levels of both interest and 

expertise in this industry.  In order to obtain the maximum contribution from team members, it 

was deemed important to have all four individuals be similarly interested in one industry area. 

Availability of data was another important factor considered during the industry selection 
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process.  For example, NALE initially considered a product in the construction industry for use 

in emerging markets.  Time constraints coupled with a perceived inefficient process to gather 

data from these consumers led to this industry being skipped.   

 

In order to understand current customer needs in the outdoor industry, NALE surveyed a random 

sample of the population in three different ways: an in-person focus group, individual interviews, 

and an online survey.  NALE sent the online survey to 46 people who fit the target market 

demographics of female, living in the Boulder/Denver area, and engaged in outdoor activities.  In 

the survey, each participant was given the opportunity to describe three main problems faced 

when performing endurance sports.  Given the personalized nature of NALE's survey request, a 

50 percent response rate was obtained.  Analysis of the survey results pointed to a need in four 

main areas: hydration devices, clothing accessories, back-country orienteering devices, and 

skiing boots (please refer to Exhibit 1).  Given NALE's lack of expertise in the orienteering 

devices and skiing boots industries, a decision was made to pursue the hydration devices and 

clothing accessories sectors.   

 

In order to further define our opportunities identified, a focus group was conducted to gather 

insight from women who are active outdoors.  While a set of questions was developed to help 

structure this group (refer to Exhibit 2), the format was fairly relaxed and designed so that the 

panel could discuss problems and issues that were important to them.  The questions were used 

to redirect the panel or probe on specific topics when addressed by the participants.  This focus 

group lasted approximately 1.5 hours and a wide variety of ideas were generated (refer to Exhibit 

3 for notes taken during the focus group).  Using a focus group to generate ideas was beneficial 
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for multiple reasons.  First, providing a collaborative setting so the women were able to build on 

each others’ thoughts worked well for idea generation.  Since this was essentially a 

brainstorming session, sharing ideas and encouraging a breadth of thought, a group setting was 

ideal.  Second, this setting was an efficient way to gather insight from a large group in a short 

amount of time.  If each panel member went through a personal interview, over seven hours 

would have been needed.  

 

To complement the data collected in the focus group setting, individual interviews were 

conducted with four people who represent self-reported sporting ability ranging from advanced 

to semi-professional.  All four participants were chosen to participate because of the intense level 

of effort they put into their respective activities, and a high level of commitment to participating 

regardless of personal or environmental conditions.  Each conversation took place one-on-one 

and lasted approximately 10 minutes.  One-on-one interviewing was used to achieve the opposite 

behaviors from those sought in the focus group; responses were limited, and respondents had to 

connect with personal pain experienced rather than contribute weight to the pain felt by the 

others.  Questions were provided to keep the conversation on topic, but were designed to be free 

of bias or guidance from the interviewer regarding products already discussed in the focus group 

setting.  Questions and responses can be reviewed in Exhibit 4. 

Stage 2: Concept Ideation/ Generation 

Based on the answers gathered from the previously described methods, NALE decided to confine 

the concept ideation phase within three main areas: (i) alternatives to tie back long hair (ii) 
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alternatives to prevent water from freezing while performing outdoor winter sports (iii) 

alternatives to keep hands warm during outdoor activities. 

Each theme was put at the center of a free association brainstorming exercise.  NALE spent 

approximately 30 minutes brainstorming and recording all potential products/product attributes 

for each of the three problem areas. A couple, two-hour sessions were needed to complete this 

exercise (refer to Exhibit 5 for results).  NALE members took turns writing down ideas and 

attributes on a whiteboard and in paper notebook, so that members could visualize all 

suggestions.  At this point, all suggestions were accepted as part of the brainstorming exercise. 

  

From the dozens of words and ideas recorded for each category, themes were found from which 

the free association responses could be categorized.  For example, from the results of the 

exercise concerning frozen hydration pack drinking tubes, the data could be grouped as applying 

to changes in tube materials, changes in tube routing and storage, and solutions that make use of 

technology designed for other purposes.  The data for each product category were grouped into 

no more than three subsets, as expectations were that these subsets would lead directly to product 

ideas. 

  

NALE developed a needs analysis worksheet consisting of seven to ten needs considered by 

purchasers of outdoor gear.  For each of the three main product groupings (hydration, hair 

management, warmth) a baseline product was identified against which each idea from the free 

association exercise could be compared.  A scale of one to five was used in product-to-idea 

comparison; a three represents ‘as-good-as the baseline product in meeting that need’, a one 
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represents ‘much worse than baseline’ and a five ‘much better than baseline’.  As can be seen in 

Exhibit 6, each idea was scored on each parameter relative to the baseline product.   

  

After recording relative scores for each idea from the free association exercise, weights of 

attribute importance were then derived for each of the needs identified for comparison.  The 

weights were applied across the relative scores for each idea and summed, highlighting which of 

the many ideas were best suited for moving forward into concept testing.  The highest total 

relative idea scores for each product segment were considered for promotion to product concept 

testing, allowing others to be eliminated quickly from consideration.  A few of the ideas that had 

progressed from the free association exercise were also eliminated at this time due to the nature 

of product development, anticipated implementation costs and other issues, as was the case for 

‘heated ski lift chair safety bars’.  The detailed results of scoring, weighting and totals can also 

be found in Exhibit 6.   

 Stage 3: Concept Evaluation/ Screening 

Using Qualtrics, a survey was created and distributed to a sample of the target audience (outdoor 

active women).  Based on their response to the first question, respondents were provided with 

different product descriptions and asked about how much they liked the product, whether the 

product was new and different, whether the product was believable, and if they were willing to 

purchase the product.  The scores of these questions were used to determine a GO/KILL for each 

product.  A final question asked for suggestions or input on the product.  This input was used to 

adjust any products that had potential (based on top two box scores of all criteria), but were not 

ready to launch in their current form.  A copy of the survey is available in Exhibit 7.  
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With the understanding that it is important to not overwhelm the individuals surveyed with 

multiple products, nor to ask too much of their time, NALE surveyed the sample population 

about the top products based on the matrices discussed in stage 2.  It was important to make sure 

that these new products scored higher than the baseline product.  For this reason a different 

number of products were chosen for each product category.  For example, only one product was 

chosen for the hair problems, while four products were found to be viable options in hand 

warmth.  Specifically, the crème was determined to be appropriate for both hand warmth in snow 

sports and general outdoor sports. Consequently, this product was provided as an option under 

both issues.  

  

Based on the survey results, none of the proposed products had high enough ratings to move on 

to stage 4.  The following criteria were needed for a product to move into the next stage: 

• A top two box score above 70% for willingness to buy 

o Top box representing 40% 

• No “red flags” in other topics (likeability, believability, newness) 

o No strict numbers were selected, but scores needed to be inline with willingness 

to buy  

o New and Different rating could be low, if the proposed product was anticipated as 

similar to existing products. 

• Sample size above 8 

o If product passed top two box score, sample size needed to be large enough to 

justify that score was not determined by a few respondents.  
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From this data, in addition to the respondents’ written feedback, it was determined that the 

Heated Lift Bar, Arm and Finger Warmers, and Hair Elastics had potential to be reassessed and 

improved for additional surveying.  The crème, hydration pack, and pit pockets were dropped 

from the stage gate process.  A full numerical analysis of the survey results can be found in 

Exhibit 8. 

 Stage 2: Revisited 

NALE determined that the Heated Lift Bar should be eliminated.  NALE viewed this product as 

outside of our area of expertise and difficult to prototype.  Furthermore, this product was rated on 

a respondent’s desire to “use” versus “buy.”  Since respondents were not potentially going to 

purchase this product, it was believed that the top two box score was overstated compared to 

other products offered.  Finally, this product would be sold through different channels than the 

other products.  As products potentially move on to stages 4 and 5, NALE wants to have all 

business-to-consumer products. The changes outlined below should be made to the Arm and 

Hand Warmers and Hair Elastics before these two products repeat stages 2 and 3. 

 

From the survey responses, the following changes will be made to the Arm and Hand Warmers: 

! Include mesh in current “open section” 

! Shorten arm length 

! Re-name it “Palmless Glove” 

Adaptations to the Hair Elastic include: 

! Use as a bracelet (not as a set of bangles) 
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! Re-name it “Hair Bracelet” 

! Allow for multiple colors / styles 

Stage 3: Revisited 

It was evident that respondents had a difficult time understanding NALE’s new products after 

reading a simple description.  Many women wrote about their desire to try the Palmless Glove in 

order to understand its benefits.  Because of this, the next survey will ask the same questions and 

it will be conducted on-site at popular running locations.  Similar to a mall intercept, consumers 

will be asked to participate in the survey, given a prototype to use during a run (on a colder day), 

and then asked to rate & discuss the product.  Once a prototype is created, respondents will be 

able to rate general price range and specific attributes of the product.  For example, “On a five 

point scale please rate how much you like the mesh on the palm section.”  

 

For the Hair Bracelet, respondents seemed to understand how the product would work, but 

wanted to see pictures to better understand quality and actual appearance.  To allow this, the 

same survey would be conducted, but an enhanced drawing or photo (with multiple angles, on a 

wrist and in use) would be included.  In addition, the product description would change to help 

respondents understand the level of quality and versatility (colors, styles).  Refer to Exhibit 9 for 

an updated product description.  Furthermore, the survey will be directed towards younger 

professional women since those under 30 had higher ratings (refer to Exhibit 10).  

 

These changes to the surveying process give NALE confidence that women will provide accurate 

ratings to these products.  Once the results from the survey are collected and aggregated, they 
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will be compared to the criteria set in the first round of stage 3.  Products meeting these criteria 

will move on to stage 4.  Products not meeting these criteria will be evaluated using respondents’ 

feedback to see if further improvements can be made.  

Conclusion 
NALE followed the NPD stage gate process to determine which industries had significant pain 

points based on current consumer perception, what types of products could be developed, and 

which, if any, of the potential products could be launched into the market.  Although distinct 

problem areas were identified and new products were outlined, NALE does not recommend 

launching any of the potential products.  

 

Of the new products considered, NALE recommends adjusting the product attributes & 

descriptions following by a survey the selected products (Palmless Gloves and Hair Bracelet). At 

this point, the process will need to begin iteration at stage 2.  Looking at the diffusion of 

innovation factors may give us insight into these products’ ability to become accepted by 

consumers.  If the Palmless Gloves work as desired, they have the most potential. 

 Palmless Gloves Hair Bracelet 

Relative Advantage High  Low 

Compatibility High High 

Complexity Low Low 

Trialability High High 

Observability High Low 

Risk Low Low 
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Exhibits 

Exhibit 1: Results of survey used to identify opportunities 

Respondent 1 

1.  With regards to your outdoor experiences, please list three products that in your mind need 
improvement: 
Product 1 - AT ski boots 
Product 2 - rock climbing shoes 
2. What are these products lacking?  
Product 1 - good fit 
Product 2 - good fit 
3. If you could improve any of the gear that you currently use, regardless of current available 
technology/cost, what would you do?  
Have footwear made for people with bunions 
4. If you could invent any product that could make your outdoor experience more enjoyable what would it 
be? 
No Response 
 
 Respondent 2 
 
1. With regards to your outdoor experiences, please list three products that in your mind need 
improvement 
Product 1 - Mountain bike shoes 
Product 2 - Camel back systems 
Product 3 - Altimeter watches 
2. What are these products lacking?  
Product 1 - Durability with hikability 
Product 2 - Freeze free and easy-to-use nozzles 
Product 3 - Compact while accurate 
3. If you could improve any of the gear that you currently use, regardless of current available 
technology/cost, what would you do?  
Make a good altimeter watch that fits a woman's wrist that has a light, is accurate and comfortable. 
4. If you could invent any product that could make your outdoor experience more enjoyable what would it 
be? 
Freeze proof hydration system for winter travel 
  
Respondent 3 
  
1. With regards to your outdoor experiences, please list three products that in your mind need 
improvement 
Product 1 - Gear is so nice these days... nothing. 
2. What are these products lacking?  
Product 1 - Too many people are too into gear rather than just being 
Product 2 - out there. Yes good gear is super impt, but it is merely an 
Product 3 - ends to the means of being out there! 
3. If you could improve any of the gear that you currently use, regardless of current available 
technology/cost, what would you do?  
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Get rid of GPS so that people have to learn map/compass and in that process learn real outdoor skills so 
as not to get to places they shouldn't be in the first place. 
4. If you could invent any product that could make your outdoor experience more enjoyable what would it 
be? 
Less stuff, fewer gimmicks. Who needs water bottles to come in 12 colors? But they sell!! Lack of simple 
utility shows that the true heart of being outdoors has wilted. 
  
Respondent 4 
  
1. With regards to your outdoor experiences, please list three products that in your mind need 
improvement 
Product 1 - water reservoirs 
Product 2 - jog bras 
Product 3 - repair tools 
2. What are these products lacking?  
Product 1 - durability 
Product 2 - support 
Product 3 - low weight 
3. If you could improve any of the gear that you currently use, regardless of current available 
technology/cost, what would you do?  
Make light weight repair tools 
4. If you could invent any product that could make your outdoor experience more enjoyable what would it 
be? 
Make water reservoirs more durable and cold resistant 
  
Respondent 5 
  
  
1. With regards to your outdoor experiences, please list three products that in your mind need 
improvement 
Product 1 - backpacks for petite women 
2. What are these products lacking?  
Product 1 - the dimensions need to be smaller all around 
Product 2 - still able to carry an ample amount of gear for long trips 
  
Respondent 6 
  
 1. With regards to your outdoor experiences, please list three products that in your mind need 
improvement 
Product 1 - Women's outdoor pants (not shells)- soft shell type 
2. What are these products lacking?  
Product 1 - They are low cut & useless in activities that require a lot of movement 
3. If you could improve any of the gear that you currently use, regardless of current available 
technology/cost, what would you do?  
Make pants that fit women of all sizes AND are useful in activities such as hiking, climbing, etc. 
4. If you could invent any product that could make your outdoor experience more enjoyable what would it 
be? 
A way to pee at night without having to get out of my snuggly warm sleeping bag. 
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 Respondent 7 
 
 1. With regards to your outdoor experiences, please list three products that in your mind need 
improvement 
Product 1 - kid carrier backpacks 
Product 2 - food, ability to transport food-keep cold 
2. What are these products lacking?  
Product 1 - comfort and ease of use 
Product 2 - reasonable size/weight for keep cool 
3. If you could improve any of the gear that you currently use, regardless of current available 
technology/cost, what would you do?  
Make my kid carrier easier to put the kid in, put it on my back, take off and take kid out. 
4. If you could invent any product that could make your outdoor experience more enjoyable what would it 
be? 
A lightweight, easily moveable/storable cooling device for bring food backcountry. 
  
Respondent 8 
 
1. With regards to your outdoor experiences, please list three products that in your mind need 
improvement 
Product 1 - Gloves/Mittens: 
Product 2 - Windproof lightweight ski pants: for skate skiing 
Product 3 - women's tops for climbing: 
2. What are these products lacking?  
Product 1 - can't seem to find a pair warm enough 
Product 2 - waist cut too high and looks stupid (Swix) 
Product 3 - too femmy: something more 'unisex' 
3. If you could improve any of the gear that you currently use, regardless of current available 
technology/cost, what would you do?  
AT boots: lower cut (too high) and reduce weight. AT skis/bindings: figure out a way to keep tails from 
dropping on kick turns 
4. If you could invent any product that could make your outdoor experience more enjoyable what would it 
be? 
Affordable heated gloves. 
 
 Respondent 9 
 
1. With regards to your outdoor experiences, please list three products that in your mind need 
improvement 
Product 1 - make shorter performance randonee skis - 145 - 152 range 
Product 2 - stop the "shrink it and pink it" mentality creating women's outdoor clothing! We hate pink and 
pastels and we are not just smaller versions of men 
Product 3 - women's randonee boots need to come in smaller sizes 
2. What are these products lacking?  
Product 1 - available ski lengths are too long for me. I want a fat shaped ski appropriate for a 95-lb 
backcountry skier 
Product 2 - colors that I actually like, fit that is comfortable (running shoes for example - inov8 is a men's 
last made smaller for women instead of attempting to fit women's smaller-volume feet) 
Product 3 - a size range that accommodates the real market 
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3. If you could improve any of the gear that you currently use, regardless of current available 
technology/cost, what would you do?  
Get shorter high-performance backcountry skis, boots that fit and keep my feet warm, and I'd wear 
clothes that aren't light blue or pink. 
4. If you could invent any product that could make your outdoor experience more enjoyable what would it 
be? 
A sled for my dog that would keep her inside; a burley trailer also for my dog that is ventilated, stable 
with a hard frictioned floor, and escape-proof 
 
 Respondent 10 
 
1. With regards to your outdoor experiences, please list three products that in your mind need 
improvement 
Product 1 - thermarest 
Product 2 - skis 
Product 3 - bikes 
2. What are these products lacking?  
Product 1 - unpoppable 
Product 2 - recyclable materials 
Product 3 - more foldable options 
4. If you could improve any of the gear that you currently use, regardless of current available 
technology/cost, what would you do?  
Lighten everything! 
 
 Respondent 11 
 
1. With regards to your outdoor experiences, please list three products that in your mind need 
improvement 
Product 1 - Go Lite backpack 
2. What are these products lacking?  
Product 1 - not enough padding on the waist belt strap 
 
 Respondent 12 
 
1. With regards to your outdoor experiences, please list three products that in your mind need 
improvement 
Product 1 - backpack-specific bra 
Product 2 - women-specific ski gloves 
Product 3 - trekking poles 
2. What are these products lacking?  
Product 1 - really broad shoulder straps (think tank top) that don't cut in under the weight of the backpack 
harness straps 
Product 2 - increased warmth without increased bulk 
Product 3 - some kind of auto-stop mechanism when nearing full pole extension (that can be over-ridden, 
but requires an extra step to do so) 
3. If you could improve any of the gear that you currently use, regardless of current available 
technology/cost, what would you do?  
Continue to find ways to make all equipment items both lighter-weight and more durable. 
4. If you could invent any product that could make your outdoor experience more enjoyable what would it 
be? 
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The above-mentioned backpack-bra 
 
 Respondent 13 
 
 1. With regards to your outdoor experiences, please list three products that in your mind need 
improvement 
Product 1 - Lightweight backcountry ski pack 
Product 2 - Lightweight lobster gloves for cycling 
Product 3 - Multi-day backpack for hut trips 
2. What are these products lacking?  
Product 1 - exterior shovel & probe compartments 
Product 2 - these are made but only heavyweight: need goretex like a liner glove 
Product 3 - Needs integral lightweight pack for day trips (carry shovel and probe) from the hut 
3. If you could improve any of the gear that you currently use, regardless of current available 
technology/cost, what would you do?  
Telemark ski boots; make a 3-buckle boot that isn't so tall. I can't newer boots; they bite into my calf 
muscles. I need a shorter boot with more support. 
4. If you could invent any product that could make your outdoor experience more enjoyable what would it 
be? 
Bring #2 back to market. A super thin, lightweight skullcap for cycling (most are too bulky). 
 
Respondent 14 
 
1. With regards to your outdoor experiences, please list three products that in your mind need 
improvement 
Product 1 - camp mattresses 
Product 2 - lightweight shelters (e.g. megamid) 
Product 3 - backpacks 
2. What are these products lacking?  
Product 1 - not very comfortable or too heavy 
Product 2 - do not stand wind very well 
Product 3 - not ergonomic -- force you to walk in such a way that you are in pain 
3. If you could improve any of the gear that you currently use, regardless of current available 
technology/cost, what would you do?  
Better gps devices, easier to use, more accurate, less prone to losing the signal 
 
 Respondent 15 
  
1. With regards to your outdoor experiences, please list three products that in your mind need 
improvement 
Product 1 - chairs (camp seating) 
Product 2 - tents 
Product 3 - sleeping bags 
2. What are these products lacking?  
Product 1 - portability 
Product 2 - portability 
Product 3 - quick drying 
3. If you could improve any of the gear that you currently use, regardless of current available 
technology/cost, what would you do?  
A canoe that doubles as a water-tight bivvy 
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4. If you could invent any product that could make your outdoor experience more enjoyable what would it 
be? 
If I told you you'd make millions. 
 
 Respondent 16 
 
1. With regards to your outdoor experiences, please list three products that in your mind need 
improvement 
Product 1 - camping stove 
Product 2 - dehydrated food 
Product 3 - sleeping bag 
2. What are these products lacking?  
Product 1 - I would like a cold weather stove that does not create a large flame in order to heat up 
Product 2 - taste 
Product 3 - I would like a wider 0 degree bag so I can roll around in it 
3. If you could improve any of the gear that you currently use, regardless of current available 
technology/cost, what would you do?  
Make my split board bindings easier to take on/off 
4. If you could invent any product that could make your outdoor experience more enjoyable what would it 
be? 
Tent heater 
 
 Respondent 17 
 
1. With regards to your outdoor experiences, please list three products that in your mind need 
improvement 
Product 1 - backpack 
Product 2 - women's telemark boots 
2. What are these products lacking?  
Product 1 - organizational possibilities 
Product 2 - comfort 
3. If you could improve any of the gear that you currently use, regardless of current available 
technology/cost, what would you do?  
A super tele boot that performs well AND fits my foot perfectly 
4. If you could invent any product that could make your outdoor experience more enjoyable what would it 
be? 
Gear has made amazing advances in the last decade, hard to imagine a niche unfilled. Perhaps a synthetic 
that performs like down (i.e., lightweight) that doesn't retain water. 
 
Respondent 18 
 
1. With regards to your outdoor experiences, please list three products that in your mind need 
improvement 
Product 1 - Avilung vent 
Product 2 - free pivot tele binding 
2. What are these products lacking?  
Product 1 - vent is in awkward position over the shoulder 
Product 2 - too heavy 
3. If you could improve any of the gear that you currently use, regardless of current available 
technology/cost, what would you do?  
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Just move the vent to an inner part of the pack. I am not sure what to about the weight of the binding. 
 
 Respondent 19 
 
1. With regards to your outdoor experiences, please list three products that in your mind need 
improvement 
Product 1 - Sunglasses 
Product 2 - Crank radios 
Product 3 - Boots 
2. What are these products lacking?  
Product 1 - Durability 
Product 2 - Longevity 
Product 3 - Ease of use 
3. If you could improve any of the gear that you currently use, regardless of current available 
technology/cost, what would you do?  
Make boots easier to put on and take off 
4. If you could invent any product that could make your outdoor experience more enjoyable what would it 
be? 
Crank powered mp3 player 
 
 Respondent 20 
 
1. With regards to your outdoor experiences, please list three products that in your mind need 
improvement 
Product 1 - ski goggles 
Product 2 - dry bags 
2. What are these products lacking?  
Product 1 - better fit for women's faces 
Product 2 - easy to fold, seal 
3. If you could improve any of the gear that you currently use, regardless of current available 
technology/cost, what would you do?  
Keep camelback tubes from freezing. Even w/the insulation, they still freeze. 
4. If you could invent any product that could make your outdoor experience more enjoyable what would it 
be? 
Gear more suited to women's small sizes. Better women's colors! Black gets boring! 
 
 Respondent 21 
 
1. With regards to your outdoor experiences, please list three products that in your mind need 
improvement 
Product 1 - Ski pants 
Product 2 - Hats for women 
Product 3 - Wind stopper fleece 
2. What are these products lacking?  
Product 1 - Not Windproof. Loose water repelling feature over time. 
Product 2 - Lack size to accommodate long/thick hair. 
Product 3 - Often feel stiff. 
3. If you could improve any of the gear that you currently use, regardless of current available 
technology/cost, what would you do?  
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Most ski pants I have are not windproof and loose their water-repelling feature over time. Treating them 
with sprays doesn't really restore the original ability to repel water. 2. Having a fairly large hat and lots of 
hair it is impossible to find a hat that fits hat and hair in a bun. Even most men's hats don't do it. More 
hats with either ponytail holes or just more room for hair would be nice. 3. Wind stopper fleece still often 
times feel stiff. It would be nice if they could get more soft and cuddly like a fleece. 
4. If you could invent any product that could make your outdoor experience more enjoyable what would it 
be? 
If I knew that I'd be rich ;-) Overall I have to say I'm very satisfied with the products available these days. 
There really is not much to complain about, except the price. 
 
 Respondent 22 
 
1. With regards to your outdoor experiences, please list three products that in your mind need 
improvement 
Product 1 - Mountain Biking Gloves 
Product 2 - Biking Helmet 
Product 3 - Sleeping Pads for Tent 
2. What are these products lacking?  
Product 1 - Not warm enough 
Product 2 - No space for pony tail 
Product 3 - Not comfortable enough 
3. If you could improve any of the gear that you currently use, regardless of current available 
technology/cost, what would you do?  
Product 3: Make it have more cushion  
Product 2: Make it have a hole or something 
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Exhibit 2: Focus group lead-in questions 

What types of athletic activities do you do? 

How do you prepare for ___ activity? 

What do you like most about ___ activity? 

What annoys you about ____ activity? 

Exhibit 3: Focus group notes, 2/25/2010 (two sets) 

SF – run indoor and out, bar method, snowboard 

Hil – soccer, hike, snow shoe, lazy gym Precor, triathlon – don’t like being cold, lift 

SL- hike, avoid running, biking – I don’t like to run start walking – internal motivation 

JE – spin, run inside and out, ski, hike, ultimate, lift 

LD – training vs. not training – training – yoga, run, sprints – not training –if I feel like it – walk hike, 
short distances, ski – yoga and Pilates – but cost is high – one thing once a year to train for, basketball 

LD – open to activities others do, company encourages activities – not with biking though 

JE – tried to climb with Ryan, didn’t work  

 

Alone 

LD – walking, hiking 

SF – running, but likes company, go to work-out class “alone” 

Social 

JE – skiing 

 

Preparation 

Skiing is high 

Climbing is high 

 

SF – bought clothes, now obligated – can do anywhere, don’t have to plan. Bar method you have to plan 
they have changing facilities – must remember clothes 
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Hil – keep bag in car, get stuff out of laundry – everything else takes no planning 

SL – biking – all stuff is together. The more you do them the easier it is to plan, what do I need would be 
tougher when novice – mtn biking- wouldn’t go alone when novice – trial and error as novice9 

 

LD – hates being cold, does not want trial and error, call to go through checklist, think about what to put 
on, visualize what wearing. Not fun if you don’t have right equipment, but must spend money to have fun 

SL – use to make checklist with fam, brought wrong boots couldn’t ski – now it’s a mental checklist skis 
pole past, then little things 

JE, SL – still makes list 

LD – big process 

 

Hate being cold, but hate being hot – tough balance 

Hate sweating then sitting on lift 

Now – err on wanting to be warm 

CO is impossible to predict 

Hil – Lots of layers  

LD – Girl’s change temps more – balance is more difficult 

Hil – limbs get a lot colder – energy goes to protect baby, hands can’ be cold! 

SF – hands warms, wrist cold – short sleeves with gloves 

LD – everything changes quickly 

SL –  takes backpack everywhere 

Backpacks – not made for women! 

Getting re-ready again sucks! 

Can’t workout during lunch 

Guys have it much easier 

LD - Hair takes 30 minutes 

JE Lots of sweat 

 

What do you do with hair? 
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Short – easy for Hil 

Swimming – screws up “planning”  - “Bag to guide me” for specific sport 

 

Required to be there a long time for work – work out during lunch 

Expensive 

Have to shower after workouts no matter what! 

Hil – don’t shower – college habit 

 

What’s annoying about hair?  

SL -Curly hair – matted down – once its up its up – hat on afterwards? 

LD - Thick headbands – cover it up 

SF – ponytail must stay in pony  

JE – can’t find good headbands – heavy hair, snap,  

 

Headbands – too weak, have on wrist – want to look good, can they be stylish, or place to put it.  

Caught without band is not acceptable 

Can run with hat –  

 

Intimidating to run in BOCo – everyone has “gear” 

Anything goes is certain communities 

 

What do you wear –?  

SF – training for marathon – wick away, smartwool, sports bra that doesn’t chaff, need 4 or 5 of 
everything – can’t keep up with laundry, shirts with pockets – place to put gu, time sucker to find right 
gear 

LD – lots of close are trial and error – chaffing, bad seams, shoes – need to try 

Sf – commitment to find something, if it hurts me I am stuck with it, girl shorts too short, guys to long 

SL- where to put keys, pockets are key!   

LD – lots of little, pockets is better than one big, every girl is different  
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Hil – shirts that ride – “belly shirts” 

SF – buys 2 pair of same shoe – I want the same shoe 

SF – Asics 

LD – Asics, Nike – have narrow feet 

SL – uses orthotics 

 

LD: If your family is athletic you are at a huge advantage!  Trying to get into athletics is tough. 

 

It is so much nicer to have quality stuff now.  

Things are intimidating to start 

 

Hil – getting older – young – no pain no gain, now want nice stuff – good sports bra, and understand why 
you have quality stuff. Health has moved up in priority 

 

Nicer clothes last longer – care for them better – don’t dry wick away, special detergent, sort by quality 

 

JE – pain with clothing – wears knee brace don’t wear Capri’s – soccer shorts  - huge gap btwn brace and 
shorts – doesn’t like this 

Wider bands on hip – big band helps  

Hil -Shirt rides up with backpack –  

 

Pockets strap that you could put anywhere 

Capri’s and long pants to avoid jiggle –  

Social activities different than ind. 

 

Pressure to look the part. Yoga – have to have the outfit  

Shirt material that didn’t show sweat - don’t like show sweat stain 

Sweat stain with backpack – public / humid settings 

Going out after – extra shirt, bra 
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JE – hates title nine 

LD – Nike and Columbia – gets 50% 

Tank tops with built in are ridiculous! - Running 

 

Yoga, walking, hiking – want to look cute  

SL – Nike sports bra tank top – good for sweating and then get cold 

LD – Vs. has good light working out stuff – fashion, yoga. College gear is cute.  

 

Skiing – don’t wash,  

rewear hiking if not with others 

More winter than summer  

Hil – rarely wash pants – mainly collects dog hair 

 

JE - Gets loose – need to wash, let SB dry – let it dry 

SF – if sweat must wash 

LD – wear perfume when working out – important to smell good when working out 

SL – if smells others then thinks she smells 

 

Mini washing machine for athletic clothes – quarter of a load 

Rinsed clothes can be stiff – stretched in odd way, get rash if dirty – sensitive areas 

Have to be completely clean – Hil 

Biking – need good shorts – but if you want to go 2xs have to wash  - don’t want to wash just shorts 

 

LD – if training – effects personal relationships – boyfriends are upset about this when not training too. 

Hil – never found good underwear 

SL – Patagonia 

Underwear – wear em or not  

Pants don’t have built in 
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LD – team activity – wears undies 

 

Wearing devices – garmin – pacing  

JE – fit bit – high tech pedo  - strap to clip in, miles, how active etc. sleeping ($100) not very durable, 
doesn’t stick on pants – looking for something better 

SF – garmin – maps runs, battery life stinks, don’t wear all day 

Body bug – tracks calories – too obvious 

SL – mom has a beeper (diabetic)  

What are the ways to hide make less discrete 

 

Tracking training – 

Working out is for stress – no need to track  

Following schedule – no one does this, schedule isn’t fun 

JE – needs to compare workouts to not stress certain muscles 

Women need to exercise arms – they get so weak 

Bar method does a lot for arms 

LD – “skinny fat” – little walking helps with health, feel like you in better shape  

Hil – altitude with health – producing what burns more calories 

 

JE - Skinny is intimidating!  

Focus on being healthy 

Work-out clothes are about being skinny 

New entries are hard – everyone in boulder is skinny 
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Exhibit 4: Interview transcripts 

Selection from transcript of conversation with avid snowboarder, Mar. 2, 2010 
 
Ques: when you go snowboarding, are there any aspects of your gear that bug you? Fit, finish, buckle vs. 
strap? 
 
Resp: sweaty and cold fluctuations; sweaty when I get down a run to the lift, then cold once I get on the 
lift 
 
Ques: what sort of layering do you do? 
 
Resp: 2 dry fit type shirts, fleece, jacket/shell; have vents in shell, but not always sufficient to cool off 
and I’d love to have some water, but a big backpack with Camelbak in it is too much to carry around; 
maybe a platypus type thing. 
 
Ques: on a scale of 1 to Pro, how would you characterize your effort when you ride? Or involvement, 
maybe? 
 
Resp: depends who I am riding with: with my significant other, I am a 2; with skiers, I am a pro effort 
trying to keep up; I like to push it, try new things - trees, jumps, etc. 
 
Ques: have you ever thought of products/solutions that would solve issues you encounter? 
 
Resp: I have thought- to no avail - an undergarment or pants to keep my groin cool, dry; that’s my baby - 
been pondering it for years. 
 
Selection from transcript of conversation with semi-professional cyclist, Mar. 2, 2010 
 
Ques: I need a biker's perspective on sports gear. 
 
Resp: sure thing. 
 
Ques: are there any things about your gear/hardware that are problematic?  Even little things... flats, 
breakage, colors, whatever. 
 
Resp: on my bikes right? 
 
Ques: yeah, but also regarding clothing, protection, the whole deal – seams, funk - like, I hate when I 
sweat and my eye pro gets slippery. 
 
Resp: hmmm, gear shifting is always an issue, but that’s less about the technology and more about 
maintenance. 
 
Ques: ah, even with really good gear? 
 
Resp: for a matter of context, everything I own is super high end gear. 
 
Ques: yeah, I figured. 
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Resp: shifting is definitely amazing at the high end, but minor tweaks are required.  Trying to think of 
other improvements that could be made. 
 
Ques: on a scale of 1 to Pro, how would you rank your level of involvement? 
 
Resp: pro. 
 
Ques: how often do you race? 
 
Resp: 30x a year. 
 
Ques: how much do you train? 
 
Resp: I ride about 15 hours a week; between 80 and 200 miles a week. 
 
Ques: have you ever thought up solutions to issues that you wish existed? 
 
Resp: some, sure.  One of the coolest things I've seen is this: metrigear.com; game changer. 
 
Ques: is there any gear that you dream about that is nevertheless beyond your means? 
 
Resp: in measuring power (which is a huge issue and training tool); the other want to have item is the 
Garmin 500. 
 
Ques: yeah, I dream of that thing, and I have no good use for it. 
 
Resp: well I just got it; amazing - definitely one of the best tech toys I've purchased in a long time.  I 
think the indoor trainer market is in need of product evolution too.  Rollers are probably the best and 
simplest product out there, but trainers in general suck. 
 
Selection from transcript of conversation with backcountry snowboarder & avid mountain biker, Mar. 
3, 2010 
 
Ques: when you go boarding or biking, are there any things that bug you about your gear? 
 
Resp: sometimes... when the bike/board/bindings don't perform properly 
 
Ques: have you thought of any solutions you'd like to see to your problems? Like, for me, the gearing on 
my bike doesn't shift fast enough...so I thought about pneumatic gear change assist; it can be off-the-deep-
end stuff, too 
 
Resp: I don't really think about the solutions but rather check out what's already in the market that could 
resolve my problems. Like if my heel is slipping in my boots I check out other boots. Or if my shifters on 
responsive I look at better performing models. I feel like sports markets are really competitive and if there 
is a solution to the problem it is probably out there. 
 
Ques: on a scale of 1 to Pro, how intense do you consider your effort on the snow?  I hate having to sit to 
buckle my bindings sometimes. I can usually do it standing, but once in a while... 
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Resp: If Shawn White is 10 and someone who hits the big kickers and does inverted tricks is an 8, I'm 
probably a 6. Medium kickers, few tricks but can rip with anyone.  I have my days. 
 
Selection from transcript of conversation with avid backcountry alpine-touring skier, Mar. 3, 2010 
 
Ques: when you ski, are there any things about your gear that bother you? Specifically?  Like fit, 
breakage, etc? 
 
Resp: Ski boots are the worst to get on. 
 
Ques: I, for example, get this little blister from my gloves where a seam runs along my thumb. 
 
Resp: the zipper in my jacket sticks at the very top and I struggle to get it all the way up. 
 
Ques: because of the extra cloth near the zipper? 
 
Resp: no, because the zipper sucks.  My snow pants don’t have vents so I get really sweaty. 
 
Ques: is there any gear out there that you dream about that is just too expensive? 
 
Resp: all of it, pretty much.  Hardware more than anything.  Skis and bindings are starting to get too 
pricey. 

Exhibit 5: Brainstorming session notes 

Please refer to next three pages 
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Exhibit 9: Updated Hair Bracelet product description (NICK) 

A drawing and description similar to those presented below will be included in the survey: 

Stylish, Stronger Hair Tie System –Hair Bracelet 

Appearing at first like any stylish bracelet, this product conceals a stronger, more effective, more 
durable hair tie within a piece of jewelry appropriate for the office, a night out, or just another 
regular day.   

To avoid the embarrassment of wearing around your wrist the typical, flimsy, disposable hair tie 
you might otherwise use to manage your hair during exercise, this product stores a significantly 
improved hair tie within a bracelet that can be coordinated for style, elegance, fashion and fun.  
The bracelets will be available in a wide variety of precious metals, metal plated designs, solid- 
and multi-colored acrylic, and sustainably harvested woods.  The way the bracelets conceal the 
hair tie still allow for quick deployment of the tie.  As with any jewelry, the bracelet part of this 
product is designed for years of ownership and enjoyment.  Examples of cuff and bangle style 
bracelets: 

 


